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Nuclear GPDs : A novel tool to describe the nuclear structure.

Possibilities to explore ??

  Nuclear structure in terms of quarks and gluons

   How the nucleon structure gets modified inside the nucleus ?

   Spatial distribution of quarks and gluons in nuclei (confinement radius)

   EMC effect and Fermi motion

   Shadowing / Anti-shadowing

   Color Transparency

   Others new nuclear effects absent in the forward virtual photon-nucleon

       scattering amplitude (inclusive nuclear DIS)
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4He: The golden nucleus

 Dense nucleus
 Exact calculations are possible
 Spin=0 ⇒ 1 GPD ⇒ Many ways to access it !

Coherent DVCS Incoherent DVCS

   Coherent and incoherent meson production (nDVMP)
   Real Compton Scattering ??
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Formalism

nucleon

ALU =

Spin zero

Leading order in αs and neglecting
DVCS and interference part in
denominator
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DVCS in nuclei : Theory-I Guzey and Strikman PRC 68 (2003) 015204
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DVCS in nuclei : Theory-II

Interference term for coherent DVCS & BH

Interference term for incoherent DVCS & BH

Liuti et al., hep-ph 0601125, hep-ph 0505123
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Quark Transverse Location

Access to the size of quark configurations inside 
the nuclear medium (confinement size)
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A-DVCS : HERMES Measurements
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Contributions from different processes :
HERMES MC studies
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Separation between coherent and incoherent contributions

⇒
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Single Spin Asymmetry (HERMES)
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Comparing HERMES Results to Models
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What can CLAS bring to the table ?  Approved proposal PR-07-009
45 days with “A” rating

DVCS solenoid magnet will provide field for 
Tracking in RTPC and will be used as Moller 
Shield

DVCS inner calorimeter for 
Detection of photons at small 
angles

BONUS RTPC for detection of 
Low energy recoiling α-particles
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CLAS : DVCS off 4He: Ongoing work

 Kinematical coverage
 The lowest t - value one can reach with BONUS
 Luminosity: we can count on 6.1033 cm-2 s-1  (proton DVCS 1.6 1034)
 BH cross section
 DVCS cross section and Asymmetry ??

CLAS : Incoherent DVCS off 4He

 γ* + 4He → γ + p + 3H

 γ* + 4He → γ + n + 3He

 γ* + 4He → γ + p + x

 γ* + 4He → γ + n + x

Coherent and Incoherent DVMP

 γ* + 4He → 4He + π0

 γ* + 4He → π0 +  p + 3H

 γ* + 4He → π0 + n + 3He

 γ* + 4He → π0 + p + x

 γ* + 4He → π0 + n + x
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Expected PID with fully calibrated BONUS RTPC
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Kinematics for coherent 4He
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More Kinematics
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BH cross sections
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Summary and Outlook

 Nuclear DVCS opens a new venue for the study of the nuclear structure in terms
of quark degrees of freedom (surprises may happen!!)

 It looks promising !

 Both the experimental and theoretical developments are in their beginnings. More
progress is needed !

 Investigations for DVCS in 4He for coherent and incoherent at CLAS are
underway and a proposal for the next PAC is being prepared

 For the preparation of the proposal, we need more inputs from theory
(predictions, cross sections and asymmetry calculations)

 CLAS12 and BONUS12 measurements to be investigated


